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Abstract: In this workshop paper, we discuss our preliminary work towards the aim of 
proposing a tool by which we could efficiently integrate the visualization of different data 
modalities in multimodal learning analytics. Our working visualization is a circular graph split 
in segments that represent different modalities. By selective visualization of various parameters, 
the visualization can help identify dependencies between different indicators measured along 
the process of learning. In the paper, we show an example where the visualization is applied to 
face-to-face collaboration analytics. 
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Introduction 
 
Analysis of multimodal data and its visualization is a challenge due to the different nature of the data involved 
(Duval, 2011; Spikol et. al, 2017). Most cases of multimodal data visualization in face-to-face 
ComputerSupported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) reported in the literature consider a limited number of 
modalities, e.g. voice contributions to group discussions (Bachour, Kaplan & Dillenbourg, 2010), electrodermal 
activity (Pijeira-Díaz, Drachsler, Järvelä & Kirschner, 2016), distance between learners and learners’ actions 
(Spikol et al, 2017) or speaker activity and position of participants (Martínez-Maldonado et al., 2011). They are 
also conceived to support certain teaching and learning tasks, e.g., teachers that use the visualizations to make 
classroom orchestration decisions or learners that social self-regulate their actions. Therefore, to facilitate their 
use by teachers and learners, the visualization approaches are aligned with tasks they are expected to support. 
However, there are not flexible multimodal visualization approaches that support the tasks of researchers when 
investigating about (collaborative) learning processes. We reckon that a visualization that would be able to 
integrate different data modalities will be useful for researchers to identify relevant aspects in a learning process 
that may require more detailed analysis. Due to the high amount of data, from different sources, collected in 
multimodal learning analytics scenarios, a detailed analysis of the data demands a significant amount of time. 
 In this work in progress, our goal is to design a flexible visualization schema that enables researchers to 
integrate the visualization of different data modalities according to their research interests in an easy way to more 
efficiently conduct the analysis. After describing our vision for a proposed visualization, we illustrate the approach 
with an example that includes voice data, electrodermal activity and environmental noise collected in collaborative 
learning scenarios. 

Proposed visualization 
We have begun to create visualization by looking for a form that can match the needs of multimodal analysis. In 
other words, our goal was to present several modalities with the same viable entity in a simple and intuitive 
manner. Positive bias towards shapes of objects and images can be induced by low-level perceptual characteristics 
of shapes of objects (Bar & Neta, 2006). Studies show that curved shapes elicit positive emotions (Leder & 
Carbon, 2005) and easier engagement with graphic representation and we use this understanding in the process of 
visualization design  (Bar & Neta, 2006). We have developed two solutions based on circle shape, which differ 
in the way the circle is segmented.  

The first solution divides the circle by radiuses, where each modality is represented by a circular section 
(Figure 1-a). The radius of the colored surface depends on the data displayed on it. The full radius is the range of 
data we display, and the surface filled with the color is shown to the moment. The second solution segments the 
circle radially by forming concentric circular surfaces (Figure 1-b). The full radius of the circle displays the entire 
range of data, while the color filled area displays the current value of the data 



  
Figure 1. Viualization – a) solution number 1 and b) solution number 2 

 
In this way it is possible to display several modalities and at the same time compare their values. In Figure 2 we 
selected 2 modalities – EDA and Voice Activity and presented how their changes can be visible. The outer circle 
represents the Voice Activity and the inner represents the EDA so that we can see their relation in certain moments 
in time. Also, our goal is to visualize data in real time, where this concept would also fit as a dynamic graphic 
representation of data. Besides presented visualizations based on the shape of circle we have been working on a 
design based on linear distribution of data, but keeping the same layered approach in order to facilitate multiple 
modalities.  
 

 
Figure 2. Viualization – Tracking changes of two modalities 

Example 
In a first pilot that we have conducted, the visualization has shown to be useful and clear for the researchers. The 
interviewed researchers said this would be a useful tool for minimizing the time for finding critical points in 
learning process and reducing time for analysis of their material such as video recordings or survey data.  The 
pilot consisted in a face-to-face collaborative activity run in a laboratory environment and an environment where 
we could get noisy conditions, similar to working environments where students learn together. We wanted to 
understand the effect of the environment in the collaboration (Vujovic & HernándezLeo, 2019).  In both 
environments we recorded voice activity, individual electrodermal activity (EDA) and noise from the 
environment. The voice analysis approach is based on testing algorithms that determine speaker diarization (SD) 
(“Who spoke when?”). The visualization of speaker diarization is presented together with EDA and environmental 
noise. We used the first visualization with circular sections that represented each of mentioned modalities and 
tried to identify if voice and electrodermal activity depended on the noise. Visualization provided useful insight 
in a simple way (Figure 3). We could see at what points the voice activity was higher, did it match with 
electrodermal activity and how it depended on the noise. Also we got the idea of overall pattern, which told us 
that collaboration was more intensive in environment with more noise and there were less peaks in electrodermal 
activity. The sample was small (two groups of three people), but it showed us that the visualization of multimodal 
data can be useful. The possibility to select modalities is crucial here and it can make the analysis simple or 
complex, depending on the needs of researchers. Also, the fact that we present complex data in simple way, helps 
bridging the gap of digital illiteracy that can be a problem from researchers from various disciplines 



 
 

Figure 3. Example of visuliziation for quiet (laboratory and ous environment) 
 

Discussion 
The designed visualization is meant as a tool for the researchers where complex data is displayed in a simplified 
way to make them better understand the potential dependencies between data modalities. We tested the 
visualization in a pilot with three modalities in order to see if they affect each other and in what way. The 
visualization helps identifying which fragments of the data should be analyzed in more detail to further understand 
phenomena. We are currently applying the use of the visualization in new studies and also discussing 
collaborations with other researchers working on multimodal collaborative learning analytics to see the potential 
of the visualization to assist the analysis of their cases. Future work also includes understanding to what extend 
aspects of the learning design can be considered in the visualization, as considered in recent interesting approaches 
that articulate data storytelling visualizations derived from pedagogical intentions in a learning design to propose 
meaningful visualizations for educators (Echevarria et al., 2018).  
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